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INTRODUCTION

The serpentines are widespread hydrous, aseismic, rock-
forming minerals (RFM) that play major roles in tectonic pro-
cesses. They are important in some subduction zones and
provide an explanation for the surprising fact that certain forearc
seismic zones end at the Moho rather than extending deeper
into the normally stronger mantle rocks (Peacock and Hyndman
1999). Much effort has been devoted to determining the strength
and frictional behavior of these relatively weak minerals
(Reinen et al. 1991, 1994; Moore et al. 1996, 1997), largely
because of their association with major transform faulting and
shear zones (Christensen 1972; Bonatti 1976; Francis 1981;
O’Hanley 1996). Moreover, the serpentines are major carriers
of water in subduction zones. Serpentinization results when
the subducted oceanic crust releases fluids that infiltrate and
alter the overlying mantle wedge (Hyndman et al. 1997) as well
as during ocean floor spreading (Viti and Mellini 1998; Anselmi
et al. 2000). Meteoric waters also generate serpentines and con-
tribute to conditions that facilitate underthrusting and prograde
metamorphism (Peacock 1987). On a different scale, they are
important constituents of many primitive carbonaceous chon-
drite meteorites (Bunch and Chang 1980; Tomeoka and Buseck
1985, 1990; Buseck and Hua 1993; Zolensky et al. 1993;
Brearley et al. 1999).
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ABSTRACT

We have revised the structure model of antigorite so that they conform to observations made
using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images and selected-area elec-
tron diffraction. The new models retain the original half-wave configuration proposed by Kunze
(1956). The Kunze model, and all subsequent research, assumes the occurrence of four- and eight-
membered silicate rings in one of the two places where there are reversals of tetrahedron orientations
in the tetrahedral sheets. However, TEM images at sufficiently high resolution show no traces of
such rings and only half the number of octahedral-sheet offsets as occur in the Kunze model. Using
our measurements and models, we generated atom positions for antigorite unit cells having various
modulation lengths and then calculated the corresponding images, which provide good matches with
our experimental HRTEM images. We also characterized and described antigorite structures with
different modulation wavelengths and stacking sequences. Depending on the number of polyhedra
in a unit cell and the presence or absence of b/3 shifts between adjoining tetrahedral and octahedral
sheets, the antigorite crystals have monoclinic or triclinic symmetry, which we call antigorite-M and
antigorite-T, respectively. By resolving the tetrahedral and octahedral positions, we were able to
make a direct estimate of the compositions of specific antigorite samples.

The structure and chemistry of serpentine minerals explain
their important roles in tectonism, but there are many unre-
solved issues related to those structures and, to a lesser extent,
compositions. No obvious link exists between the resolution
of these structural issues and tectonic behavior, but we believe
the questions are fundamental and relevant to these widespread,
geologically important minerals.

Antigorite is notable among rock-forming minerals for its
lack of a well-determined structure. For antigorite, Kunze
(1958) proposed an alternating-wave structure model (Fig. 1)
based on a 2D Fourier synthesis of h0l X-ray reflections. As
discussed in the following section, most subsequent workers
accepted this basic model. However, we found that it does not
provide a satisfactory explanation for a number of observa-
tions: (1) the modulation directions in antigorite from Val
Antigorio, Italy differ from those in the Kunze model (Dódony
et al. 1998); (2) high-resolution transmission electron micro-
scope (HRTEM) images do not show eight-membered rings
that, if present, should be clearly visible in such images; (3)
contrast mismatches exist between experimental HRTEM im-
ages and calculated images based on the Kunze model, indi-
cating that it needs correction; and (4) the tetrahedral (T) and
octahedral (O) positions are unresolved in published HRTEM
images; thus, structural interpretations for differences in the
observed (M2+,M3+):Si ratios (Viti and Mellini 1996; Wunder
et al. 1997) between antigorite and Mg3[Si2O5(OH)4] (the hy-
pothetical end-member lizardite composition) remain specula-
tive until higher resolutions are achieved. The goals of this study
are to resolve these antigorite structural and compositional
ambiguities.


